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China's real estate market developed with a high speed after the housing reform 
especially the land use system in-depth reform of, its in the environment of the rapid 
growth of the national economy and it improve the living standards of urban residents. 
But at the same time the housing prices and land prices rose at a faster rate, inhibition 
of the domestic consumer demand and widening income gap, high real estate prices 
concentration the big financial risk, its also a hinder of the ndustrial transformation of 
economic .Literature research on the causes of high prices mainly from the credit& 
fundamentals, and most of the literature focused on qualitative analysis, only a few is 
quantitative studies, and are concentrated in the price of land and real estate prices , 
due to the complexity of the system of land supply, the literature focused on a local 
problem, So this is a lack of systematic research on land supply affect the housing 
price mechanism, and there isn’t a comprehensive understanding of China's high 
prices issues and reform land supply system has not yet provided a more systematic 
and new ideas. For these reasons, the land supply system for the study of the impact 
of housing price fluctuations, a comprehensive and systematic theoretical and 
empirical analysis should be taking, mainly from the monopoly for the land system, 
land leasing system, land bidding, auction and transfer system and land supply etc 
four aspects of the policy from the theoretical analysis of these policies or institutional 
impact of price fluctuations, national or city-level data on the basis of theoretical 
analysis using an empirical study on the above theoretical analysis. On the basis of 
theoretical and empirical analysis, we select a representative and learn the value of 
Hong Kong, China, Sweden, Germany and other countries and regions, there wu take 
a detailed comparative analysis of their land supply characteristics of the system and 
its real estate market, and supply on the land reform of the system to provide some 
practical thinking. 
The main conclusions are as follows: (1) for the monopoly land system, China's 
real estate market in general are monopolistic competitive market, the local real estate 















market due to the real estate industry and downstream commodity housing market 
have a certain market forces, resulting monopoly double fare increase, empirical 
studies have found that the monopoly of local government for the land system of high 
land prices and government explains most of the land market price fluctuations rate, 
while the growth rate of household income has little effect on price volatility. (2) the 
relationship between housing and land prices in the short term is very complex, 
determined that a premium is not a simple rates, the viewpoint of land bidding system 
implementation does not affect the housing price conclusions also questionable. Due 
to the special nature of the real estate products, bidding, auction and for the 
implementation of the land system allowed housing prices to a certain extent to 
maintain rigidity, in the long run, economic growth environment, the cost impact on 
the overall trend of prices, The auction for the implementation of the land system 
allowed housing prices overall rising trend. (3) the implementation of the land leasing 
system makes real estate companies, land hoarding and speculation in the land market 
incentives, increased prices, land prices in the real estate business speculation, 
speculative factors in turn bring housing and land prices. rally. At the same time, land 
leasing system makes real estate rent rent levels to determine the price level and the 
price level pricing speculation in land assets from each other, the commercial housing 
market there is also speculation in this speculation makes the pricing of land off the 
rent level, house prices The level of rent levels off, it is possible to produce the 
housing bubble. Empirical research also shows that this point. (4) land supply policy 
implemented in 2003 in the process of inhibition of housing and land prices from 
rising too fast, the effect is not obvious, but some positive significance to adjust the 
industrial structure and promote the development of the land market. Price control 
land supply policy, the theoretical analysis that land supply policy and credit policy 
exists between the policy short-board effect: the least efficient control policy 
determines the performance of the overall macro-control policies. Empirical analysis 
shows that price regulation since 2005 land supply policy was significantly lower than 
the effective degree of credit policy, the low efficiency of land supply policy 















land speculation and real estate companies to hoard policy needs to be optimized, the 
main direction of future control policies should focus on land supply policy (5) Hong 
Kong's land leasing laws, rules, and some practice and exploration of new land supply 
system worthy of mainland China to learn from, and some land supply system 
shortcomings need to be eliminated through reforms. Sweden and Germany has a 
unique land system, and the experience gained from the change history of Sweden's 
land-tenure system reform of China's land supply system reference. Germany's special 
right to the ground system and the real estate market, the Government effective 
control contributed to the stability of prices. 
Comprehensive full text of theoretical and empirical analysis, the proposed 
policy recommendations are as follows: (1) the urgent need to break the monopoly of 
local government for the land situation, rural construction land for a different location, 
step by step, create the corresponding Points flexible forms of unified urban and rural 
construction land market, can explore the optimal allocation of construction land in 
the dimension of space and time dimensions. (2) for land bidding, auction and 
hanging system reform and improve, mainly from perfect technical procedures and 
related systems supporting the two. To reform the "highest bidder" single transfer 
rules, land transfer should be a reasonable guide the real estate market expectations, 
while the introduction of the land demand side factors, in order to better execution 
plan for land supply and stable market expectations. In addition, the relevant legal 
system support is also critical. (3) explore the land rent system and land leasing 
system hybrid rental system, mixed land rent system, they should for different regions, 
different industries with different rational use of land annual rent system, the 
implementation of the land rent system implementation the theoretical and practical 
issues, you can choose some areas as a pre-pilot, combined with practice-specific 
issues to further promote the implementation of the annual rent system. (4) For the 
price regulation for the land policy, to improve policy effectiveness to clean up idle 
land for the entire policy system in terms of the overall land policy is ineffective, the 
improvement of future policy should focus on land policy the improvement of 















(5) the technical procedures for the land system, the Application List system, improve 
the laws and regulations worth mainland China learn from, and sound land tenure 
system in the Swedish system of land supply in the real estate market in Germany on 
the ground right system and a series of housing system should be combined with 
China's specific national conditions appropriate to introduce. 
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